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Abstract: A distance measurement and monitoring is one of the main focusing applications in an accidental zone.  A 

rangefinder is a device that measures the distance from the target to the observer, for the purposes of surveying, determining 

focus in photography, or accurately aiming a weapon. The ultrasonic sensor is used to detect the distance measurement 

device is fixed in the RADAR. In this system consists of simple radar using the ultrasonic sensor and the radar works by 

measuring a range from 3cm to 40 cm as non-contact distance, with angle range between 15˚ and 165˚.The movement of the 

sensor is controlled by using a small servo motor. Information received from the sensor will be used by “Processing 

Development Environment” software to illustrate the result on a PC screen. Arduino Microcontroller plays a vital role in 

this proposed System to control the overall system performance. 

 

Index Terms: Arduino, Ultrasonic sensor, RADAR 

 

I. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

In this proposed system, an ultrasonic sensor [4-5]   is used to detect the distance measurement is introduced. The Ultrasonic sensor 

is a component of detecting the distance. Radar is an object detection system that uses electromagnetic waves to identify range, 

altitude, direction, or speed of both moving and fixed objects such as aircraft, ships, vehicles, weather formations, and terrain. Here, 

the use of ultrasonic waves instead of electromagnetic waves in the radar. The proposed system mainly consists of five parts, such as 

the smallest single chip system, the ultrasonic transmission circuit, the ultrasonic receiving circuit, the digital display circuit and the 

alarm circuit. Application software of ranging is written in Arduino software IDE [1]. 

 

Figure1 Block diagram of the proposed system 

The above shows the Block Diagram of the proposed short range radar system. The Arduino mega microcontroller which is open 

source to implement embedded based system. ATMEGA 2560 microcontroller send 10 micro second pulse width to ultrasonic 

transmitter, ‘echo’ back signal receive by transmitted (TX ) module of ultrasonic sensor and then receive pulse width is calculated 

by the microcontroller. The servo motor [9] on which ultrasonic module is used to mounted for receiving pulse at 180 degree signal. 

Microcontroller output is processed and it’s communicated through serial communication protocol with the baud rate of 9600. This 

protocol works based on the ASCII value. According sensing different obstacle which is around 180 degree and 250 cm range is 

visible as a red spot on Processing GUI.  

 

Ultrasonic sensors work on a principle similar to radar or sonar which evaluates attributes of a target by interpreting the echoes from 

radio or sound waves respectively. Radar’s information will appear in different ways. Basic and old radar station used sound alarm 

[6-8] or LED, modern radar uses LCD display to show detailed information of the targeted object. Here the use Computer screens to 

show the information (distance and angle). 

The accuracy and error in the other related issues of the distance ultrasonic sensor is studied by experiments. The system is designed 

for portable, low power consumption and high precision[9-11]. It can be applied to water level measurement, robot obstacle 

avoidance, parking sensor and other areas. 
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II. EXPERIMENTATIONS 

The Experimentations carried out by Arduino software IDE. The example source code and its output for object detection of this 

proposed system is given below: 

 

void drawObject() { 

pushMatrix(); 

translate(960,1000); // moves the starting coordinats to new location 

strokeWeight(9); 

stroke(255,10,10); // red color 

pixsDistance = iDistance*22.5; // covers the distance from the sensor from cm to 

pixels 

// limiting the range to 40 cms 

if(iDistance<40){ 

// draws the object according to the angle and the distance 

line(pixsDistance*cos(radians(iAngle)),- 

pixsDistance*sin(radians(iAngle)),950*cos(radians(iAngle)),- 

950*sin(radians(iAngle))); 

} 

popMatrix(); 

  

and  

 

void draw() { 

fill(98,245,31); 

textFont(orcFont); 

// simulating motion blur and slow fade of the moving line 

noStroke(); 

fill(0,4); 

rect(0, 0, width, 1010); 

fill(98,245,31); // green color 

// calls the functions for drawing the radar 

drawRadar(); 

drawLine(); 

drawObject(); 

drawText(); 

} 

 
 

Figure2 Object detection output by proposed system 

 

III. ADVANTAGES & APPLICATIONS 

 

 An ultrasonic sensor's reaction is not subordinate upon the surface shading or optical reflectivity of the article. For instance, 

the detecting of an unmistakable glass plate, a cocoa stoneware plate, a white plastic plate, and a sparkly aluminum plate is the same. 

 The Ultrasonic sensors with computerized (ON/OFF) yields have phenomenal rehash detecting exactness. It is conceivable 

to overlook prompt foundation items, even at long detecting distances in light of the fact that exchanging hysteresis is generally low. 
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 The reaction of simple ultrasonic sensors is direct with distance. By interfacing the sensor to a LED show, it is conceivable 

to have a visual sign of target distance. This makes ultrasonic sensors perfect for level observing or direct movement checking 

applications.  

 This proposed system is also applicable in Air Force, Naval Applications, Robotics barrier, Object distance measurement 

systems, Level detection and Public security. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

The proposed system is provides an Ultrasonic based RADAR for security system for human or object interference in a 

short range. The system can be easily implemented in other devices and systems requiring the measurement of distance of an object 

or an obstacle from stationary or moving observation point where the ultrasonic sensor will be located that point. Here the Arduino 

microcontroller is a processing unit to controlling and monitoring the overall system performance. In future, this system consists a 

high range Radar for using a tracking of autonomous vehicle monitoring scheme. 
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